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Martin Hesp on Saturday

Just trending is not enough for the Great South West

Read Martin’s column every week in the Western Morning News

Feeling ominous under a glowering red sun

Yesterday, finally, I became a
bit of a trender.

Being a trender was not
necessarily a good thing
when I was a youngster. My
brothers and I reserved the
phrase for other blokes who
were snappy dressers, all
pointy shoes and blow-dried
mullet hair cuts. We used the
word in a slightly mocking
way, mainly because we were
all so uncool and shy around
girls. I can’t speak for my
siblings, but there was always
a bit of me who wanted to be a
trender. I tried it once and got
myself a pair of grey pointy
shoes. The pair of them
mocked me so much I was
quick to return to the easy
comfort of heavy metal T-

shirts and country store
j e a n s.

Ye s t e rd ay ’s rise up the
trending stakes had nothing
to do with my fashion sense –
and when I say I was
trending, it would be more
accurate to say we were.

I was lucky enough to be at
Sandy Park – home of the
Exeter Chiefs, and to be part
of a gathering of the region’s
great and the good. This was
the South West Growth
Summit, the second such
event sparked originally by
the Western Morning News’s
Back The South West
campaign. The campaign was
launched after the EU
referendum, and was built on
a concern that Brexit should

not drown the region’s
ambition, and that the
Government should
recognise that the region is a
place really doing the
business that deserved
significant investment in its
ailing infrastructure. The
campaign continues to this
day and has been picked up
by several private and public
sector partners who have
taken the momentum to a
new level. This has sparked
the Great South West
initiative which it is hoped
will make our economic

region as recognisable as The
Northern Powerhouse and
the Midlands Engine.

Ye s t e rd ay ’s trending was on
Twitter. Members of the 320-
strong audience, up 120 on
last year, were encouraged to
tweet about the conference
and tweet they did.

They tweeted about the
video message sent by
communities secretary Sajid
Javid and the beautifully
phrased keynote speech given
by the CBI’s chief economist
Rain Newton Smith. They
tweeted about the incredibly

impressive panels of experts
that discussed the importance
of the environment and about
leveraging new technology.
They tweeted “selfies”
pledging to Back The South
We s t .

And that’s when we started
trending. At one point the
Back The South West
campaign was among the top
five trenders in the whole of
the UK. So what does that

prove? If nothing else it
proves that the Great South
West initiative has
momentum. Everyone knows
we have beautiful natural
assets that need to be
cherished. Everyone agrees
that our infrastructure is
poor – and that we need better
trains and much better
broadband connectivity.

The challenge now is for
the South West to come up
with more than just
momentum. The region must
be clear about what it wants
from Government, and on
what it can deliver by
working in a joined up way.

T here’s no point in
trending if you are just going
to be mocked.
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They tweeted
‘selfies’ pledging
to Back The
South West

I blame that ominous red sun
at the beginning of the week.
Or, at least, I do if I allow my
inner primeval man to get
the better of me.

Since I headed towards that
glowering sun through
Devonshire hills illuminated
by a weird orange light on
Monday morning, everything
I’ve done – or that has
happened to me – has gone
p e a r- s h ap e d .

We all have days, weeks or
even years when nothing
seems to go right. A person
living a couple of thousand
years ago would blame
strange natural phenomena –
some people today would
consult an astrological chart,
while others might merely
shrug and decide not to
bother with the Lottery this
we e ke n d .

Whatever you do, or blame,
bad stuff does happen and it
has a habit of coming along
in multiples like London
bu s e s.

Even the Queen managed

to have an annus-horribilis –
so it’s official, they do exist.

Some may suggest the
entire country is having one
now. There certainly seems to
be a mood of doom and gloom
lurking over our nation – and
the gathering black clouds
can seem a lot worse in the
eyes of the individual who is
suddenly suffering a personal
run of bad luck.

So much so, that it is
tempting to look back at the
greatest bad luck stories in
history in a bid to make
yourself feel more cheerful in
a “perhaps things aren’t so
bad after all” kind of way.

For example, if this is going
to be an annus-horribilis for
the whole of Britain because
of the harm Brexit might do
to our purse strings, it is not
going to be as bad as 1258
which became known as the
Year Without Summer.

The skies went a weird red
colour back then, according
to contemporary reports. Not
because of a south wind

clock back to before the days
of Robert Peel when it comes
to law and order, must we
also revert to an 18th century
style provision of health
services?

Regular readers will know
that I revere the NHS and
praise it to the hilt at any
given opportunity. Now,
because a couple of things
that have happened to me
this week, I am on the brink
of writing the most damning
opinion piece I have penned
in 43 years of journalism.

And the focus will be on
the failures and ineptitude of
what I’ve always regarded as
the greatest organisation on
Ear th.

Because of something a
specialist told me, I have been
left more confused and scared
than I’ve ever been in my 61
years – with no apparent
ability to get the matter
clarified any time soon. But
at least I’m not cold. Like the
82-year-old I know who this
week was left sitting naked in

a hospital consulting room
for 25 minutes while the
doctor went out to do
something or other halfway
through examining her. She
became so cold she
eventually had to ask a nurse
to fetch her coat.

Her story chilled me. I
remembered the strange red
sun, and thought of the
Lambok volcano, and the
ominous possibility of a Year
Without Summer.

But why look on the
cheerful side? Better by far to
copy that dog of mine who’s
suddenly become stone deaf.
In his own inimitable way,
wise old Monty is now
immune to bad news – he
lives insulated in a state of
perfect contentment, as long
as there’s the occasional
scrap of something tasty left
in his bowl.

“Be grateful for small
m e rc i e s. . . ” is what that
hound seems to say whenever
the world threatens to come
to an end.

carrying Saharan sand or
Portuguese forest fire smoke
– but because a huge volcano
located on Lombok Island in
Indonesia blew its top the
year before.

It was the largest blast the
Earth had seen in 7000 years
and over the next 12 months
its vast dust cloud cloaked
the planet causing freezing

temperatures, which ruined
crops and brought terrible
famines to much of Europe.

Not even Theresa May or
Boris Johnson could rustle
up that kind of annus-
horribilis. Could they?

If I had to give just one
example this week of how I
reckon Britain is going to hell
in a handcart, it would be the

news that a police authority
(perhaps the first of many) is
preparing to scrap its teams
of community support
officers. And this was
announced on the same day
that it was revealed violent
crime in the UK is worse
than ever.

Some years ago in this
newspaper I wrote an opinion
column which bemoaned the
forthcoming introduction of a
new-fangled civic invention
called the community
support officer. A great many
readers agreed with me that
what we needed were real
police officers on the streets,
not a bunch of wannabes in
silly uniforms.

Now I am planning to write
an opinion piece on how we
must retain this valuable
service. Far, far, better to
have the uniformed presence
of the community support
teams, than no
representatives of the law at
all.

But if we’re winding the

Not going to be as
bad as 1258 – known
as the Year Without
Summer
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